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How you can learn to stop worrying and love the cloud
Posted on June 23, 2011 by Janet Rae-Dupree

This is part three of a seven part essay series by popular business writers on the seven massive tech trends that will

define your modern IT future. If you can’t wait for the series, you can get them all now in this ebook.

[Editor’s Note: Guest writer Janet Rae-Dupree is an awarding-winning journalist at several newspapers and

magazines, including the San Jose Mercury News, U.S. News & World Report, BusinessWeek, the Silicon Valley/San

Jose Business Journal and the Los Angeles Times, where she shared in a team Pulitzer Prize in 1993.]

IT managers may be called on to do any number of things over the course of a

week, but there is one thing that they know they absolutely must do without fail:

Measure, measure and then measure one more time. Let just one number

slide too far out of alignment with the others, and the dominoes start to fall.

Keep everything in balance and systems hum along without interruption.

Of course, it’s one thing to keep a close eye on infrastructure performance

when it’s all under one roof. It’s quite another to monitor what’s going on when

it’s happening in random locations all over the globe.

And that’s the Catch 22 of modern IT infrastructure. It certainly is convenient―and it is becoming increasingly

vital―to be able to reach into the cloud to spin up extra capacity at a moment’s notice. But any driver or airplane pilot

will remind you: Cloud cover can dangerously reduce visibility as you speed forward.

“When it all was hosted in-house you could put your hand on it and say, ‘Yea, verily, there is my server,’” says Jim

Frey, research director at analyst and consulting firm Enterprise Management Associates. “Then server virtualization

made it so that my server is here right now but this morning it was over there across the room. Add in external

providers and that server isn’t even in the building―and maybe not even on the continent.”

Between virtualization, cloud computing, hosted services and SaaS, the physical “big iron” hardware once perceived

as corporate IT infrastructure has dispersed into what can be called “hybrid IT”―an ethereal web of data that eludes
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the grasp of traditional methods of measurement.

But when everything rides on that ethereal infrastructure, IT managers have no choice but to capture and analyze

every available data point to create a digital crystal ball capable of seeing into the network’s future. Failure, they know,

is not an option.

“We’ve all used Twitter back when the fail whale kept appearing, sometimes for days on end. Microsoft had issues

with their instant messaging. And Skype had that major outage in late 2010 that took them completely offline,” notes

Matt Douglass, vice president of product development at Practice Fusion, a rapidly expanding start-up that manages

electronic medical records for thousands of U.S. doctors. “The downstream impacts of those outages made us very

sensitive to staying ahead of the curve. It’s not so much a lesson learned directly; it’s more that it’s made us forward-

thinking, anticipating where things may go.”

Cobbling together temporary fixes and tentatively trying out measurement tools in endless pilot projects, he warns,

will create headaches in the end. “The earlier you get that in place the better,” he insists. “You will save yourself

months of time if you just spend a couple weeks up front getting your monitoring in place.”

Doctors and clinics who register with Practice Fusion eventually tend to turn over their entire front-office operation to

the company. Appointment scheduling, e-prescriptions, records management, billing, electronic medical

charting―every IT aspect of a doctor’s practice can be funneled through Practice Fusion’s servers.

While that’s a heavy responsibility, Douglass, who architected Practice Fusion’s systems, says the best thing the

company did was to build in measurement tools from the start. By constantly querying remote systems, the start-up

can immediately notify downstream partners when performance appears threatened.

The company’s access to information about what’s happening behind service providers’ firewalls, however, has been

“a mixed bag.” “If they’re willing to let us monitor behind their firewall we will, but with the larger ones we have to get a

little creative,” he explains.

Practice Fusion, for example, sends electronic pings every 15 seconds to the medical-billing service providers who

link with clinics and doctor’s offices through Practice Fusion’s servers. Ten milliseconds to get a bounce-back of the

signal is considered healthy, he notes, because that’s roughly how long it would take a packet of information to make

a networked round-trip. But two seconds is an ominous warning sign that something either already has―or is about

to―go terribly wrong.

How Practice Fusion acts on that information varies widely from automated early-warning signals to old-fashioned

texts and even phone calls.

The problem, Douglass notes, is that the healthcare industry overall is 10 to 15 years behind most other sectors in

adopting new IT technologies. Practice Fusion may be a Web 2.0 prodigy, but the systems with which it must interact

represent the company’s polar opposite.
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Often, the primary blame for slow technology adoption falls on HIPAA, the Health Insurance Portability and

Accountability Act that restricts information flow to protect patient privacy and data security.

“They use HIPAA as a shield, tossing around that acronym and saying, ‘We’re pretty restricted in what we can do,’”

Douglass says. “But it doesn’t restrict that much. In fact, it makes you be creative in the way you implement new

systems. If you spend the time architecting the system with security and privacy in place from the very beginning,

you’re preventing security breaches later on.”

Even after those measurement tools are in place, though, it’s often an ongoing debate about who is responsible for

maintaining quality performance, Frey notes. A study released by Enterprise Management Associates in February

2011 showed that most of 151 corporate respondents believed that responsibility falls to the network team. Because

the network team is the “eye-in-the-sky traffic cop” overlooking the entire IT infrastructure, Frey notes, it may seem a

logical choice. But research also has shown that less than 20 percent of IT service issues had anything to do with the

network itself.

Follow-up research, he says, indicates that there is a new group emerging to supervise infrastructure metrics called

either the service operations team or cross-domain service management. “It’s a new organizational group appearing

in response to the arrival of cloud,” he says.

While start-ups like Practice Fusion may be in a position to embrace new measurement tools wholeheartedly, Frey

notes that companies bogged down with legacy systems have done relatively little to keep close tabs on the

virtualized portions of their IT infrastructure. EMA’s February study showed that few respondents had come up with a

comprehensive solution.

“A surprising number of organizations had not integrated their cloud management tools with anything else that they

had running,” he says. “A quarter of them were building their own tools to do this, but in-house tools aren’t adapting

readily. One-third of them were using open-source tools to manage their cloud environments.”

If it’s so complicated and awkward to track, why bother with virtualization and the cloud at all?

“Thanks to virtualization, one isn’t constrained by a limited number of processors, RAM and disk options, and (no one

must) configure physical hardware,” says Nathan Day, CTO at SoftLayer, a global on-demand data center and hosting

service. “That flexibility brings the ability to only pay for what is provisioned. Resources can be scaled up and down

based on demand, and the business doesn’t have to pay for idle resources.”

Because the company developed its own back-office systems, SoftLayer was able to build measurement tools

directly into its operations. In the end, though, Frey believes that mainstream adoption of virtualization and cloud

computing is still in the early stages. And as adoption expands, each company must decide what part of their IT

management challenges can be handed off to an outside contractor. “Even if you’re handing things over to a cloud

provider,” he warns, “you still need management tools that, at least conceptually, can represent that for you.”
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